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Propagation of water waves through finite periodic arrays
of vertical cylinders
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We study the transmission of water waves propagating in finite-size two-dimensional periodic
structures which consist of bottom-mounted cylinders using the multiple-scattering method.
Complete band gaps exist between the first and the second bands in square and triangular periodic
structures, as well as one modeled on a graphite atomic lattice. We investigate the dependence of the
band edges on the filling fraction. The graphite-type structure shows the band gap at a lower filling
fraction than the others. Therefore, the graphite-type structure may be more suitable for practical
coastal protection. We also calculate the first-order force on cylinders located along the symmetry
direction. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1499520#
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Special attention has been given to structures which c
sist of a large number of different elements situated in p
odic arrays.1–4 For example, two-dimensional~2D! photonic
crystals constructed with periodic dielectric composites h
photonic band gaps~PBGs!. Multiple coherent transmission
and reflections add up to prevent electromagnetic wa
from propagating in the crystals over a wide range
frequencies.1–3 Some photonic crystals can have comple
PBGs where waves cannot propagate along any direction
analogy, we can deduce that also for water waves perio
structures may exhibit a certain frequency range where
propagation of wave is forbidden, i.e., water wave band g
~WWBGs!.5,6 The propagation of water waves over su
merged bars has been widely studied due to its practical
portance in coastal protection, since they show WWB
which result from the Bragg reflection.7,8 However, for better
protection of coasts, it is desirable to design a superior p
odic structure with a wider band gap and a smaller latt
constant, which can fit even into a small coastal area.

In this letter, the WWBGs of finite 2D lattices havin
square, triangular, and graphite-type structures compose
circular cylinders as a function of filling fraction. Our atte
tion in the present work will be restricted to a simple, but n
unrealistic, geometry ofN vertical circular cylinders span
ning the whole depth of water, i.e., the cylinders stand fr
the bottom to the air above the water surface. The cylind
need not be filled. Shell-type cylinders may be enough
long as shells are strong and thick.

In order to investigate the WWBGs, we calculate t
transmission spectra of water waves in 2D periodic array
cylinders. For the calculation we use the multiple-scatter
method in which diffracted waves are linked to the incomi
one and represented by Fourier–Bessel expansions.8,9 From
the translation properties of Bessel functions, the scatte
problem is reduced to a linear one.

a!Electronic mail: hypark@kaist.ac.kr
1340003-6951/2002/81(7)/1341/3/$19.00
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Under the usual assumption of linear water theory th
exists a velocity potentialF(x,y,z,t), wherex andy are the
coordinates of the horizontal plane in the mean free-surfa
i.e., the plane of calm water surface without waves,z50,
andz is vertically upward. We assume that there areN fixed
vertical cylinders, each of which extends from the bottom
z52h up through the free-surface. The depth dependenc
the problem can then be factored out and if we also ass
that all motion is time-harmonic with angular frequencyv,
we can write

F~x,y,z,t !5Re@f~x,y!coshk~z1h!e2 ivt#, ~1!

wherek is the wave number.F satisfies Laplace’s equatio
together with a free-surface boundary condition

]F

]z
1

v2

g
F50 on z50, ~2!

whereg is the gravitational acceleration.5,8 While the disper-
sion relation betweenv andk for electromagnetic waves i
linear, it isv25gk tanhkh for water waves. The elevationh
of the water wave from the mean free-surface is then gi
by

h5ReF2
iv

g
f~x,y!e2 ivtG . ~3!

The rest of the calculation employs the multiple-scatter
approach, which uses Fourier–Bessel expansion. The de
of this method are given in Ref. 8.

Transmittance of water waves is calculated along
symmetry directions, because the complete WWB
~CWWBG!, where incident waves cannot propagate alo
any direction, is determined by the symmetry points in t
first Brillouin zone of the periodic structures.10 Physically
significant solutions of Laplace’s equation in periodic stru
tures can be assigned to the wave vectors in the first B
louin zone. The filling fractionf of these structures is define
as the fractional area occupied by the cylinders and the tr
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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1342 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 81, No. 7, 12 August 2002 Ha et al.
mission coefficientT as uh trans/h incu2, where h trans is the
amplitude of transmitted water waves andh inc that of inci-
dent ones.

Figure 1~a! shows the transmission spectra of the squ
structure consisting of 11311 cylinders (N5121) with the
filling fraction f sq50.385. A series of numerical tests whic
have been performed varying the number of cylinders
the shape of the array show little change in the center
quencies of WWBGs. The solid and the dashed lines re
sent the transmittance of the incident wave in theG –X and
G –M directions, respectively, whereG, M , and X are the
symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone of the squa
lattice. The wave number is normalized to the lattice cons
asq due to the scale invariance of Laplace’s equation. Th
exists a CWWBG betweenkasq/p51.133 and 1.232, if we
define the WWBG as the frequency region where the tra
mittance is below 1022. The solid~dashed! line defines the
edges of the first WWBG along theG –X (G –M ) direction
in Fig. 1~b!. The WWBG of theG –M direction appears a
higher wave numberk than that of theG –X direction, since
the wave number at theM point is larger than that at theX
point in the Brillouin zone. The hatched CWWBG occu
when the two WWBGs along the both symmetry directio
overlap at f sq>0.347. The WWBGs widen ink as f sq in-
crease until water waves of all wave vectors are totally
flected when the cylinders approach to touch each other4

Transmittance of the 2D triangular structure, which
derived by putting cylinders at the centers of 737 hexagons
(N5259) is shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Figure 2~a! is
obtained for the filling fractionf tr50.184, and in Fig. 2~b!
the first WWBG edges are shown as a function off tr . The
triangular lattice exhibits a very narrow CWWBG at a re
tively high filling fraction of f tr>0.655~indicated by an ar-
row!. This result is consistent with the fact that a 2D tria
gular lattice has a much smaller complete PBG than a
square lattice when they are made with perfect conduc
cylinders.11

The symmetry reduction of atomic configuration by i
troducing a basis composed of two dielectric cylinders
simple 2D lattices can remarkably increase compl
PBGs.12,13 So we calculate the WWBG in a 2D structu

FIG. 1. ~a! Transmission spectra of a square structure along the symm
directions at the filling fractionf sq50.385, andr sq/asq50.35 wherer sq is
the radius of the cylinder andasq the lattice constant. The inset shows th
symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone. TheG –X (G –M ) direction is
represented by a solid~dashed! line. ~b! The WWBG edges of the squar
structure described in~a! as a function of the filling fraction. TheG –X
(G –M ) direction is represented by a solid~dashed! line. The arrow indi-
cates the value off sq50.347 above which a CWWBG~hatched area! exists.
The vertical dashed line denotes the filling fractionf sq5p/4, at which the
cylinders touch. The inset shows the symmetry directions.
Downloaded 18 Apr 2013 to 143.248.118.122. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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modeled on the atomic configuration of graphite, which is
triangular structure having two cylinders per unit cell as
basis.14 In Fig. 3~a!, T versus the normalized wave vector
plotted for water waves propagating in a 2D graphite-ty
structure consisting of 737 hexagons (N5210) at vertices
of which the cylinders are centered. The spectra are ca
lated for the filling fractionf gr of 0.151. The Brillouin zone
of the structure is the same as that of the triangular struct
so the same notations are used as in the triangular struc
One can see that the shape of two transmission spectra a
the G –Q and theG –P directions are very similar to eac
other; a feature not observed in the square structure case@cf.
Fig. 1 ~a!#. Figure 3~b! shows the first WWBG edges as
function of f gr . It is noteworthy that the value of the filling
fraction at which the CWWBG opens is much smaller in t
graphite-type structure (f gr50.141) than in the square (f sq

50.347) and in the triangular (f gr50.655) periodic struc-
tures. And also the width of CWWBG of the graphite-typ
structure is appreciably larger compared to those of the o
two. These are consistent with the fact that the width of
PBG for the TE mode, whose electric field is parallel to t
plane of propagation in a 2D graphite-type dielectric stru
ture, is larger than those of square and triangular lattice
dielectric rods in the air.14 The WWBG along theG –P di-
rection is larger than that along theG –Q because theP point
has the largerk than the Q point. The WWBG of the
graphite-type structure also diverges as the cylinders
proach to touch each other. These results can be extend
periodic structures consisting of submerged or floating cy
ders. Furthermore, the cylinders may be composed of m

ryFIG. 2. ~a! Transmission spectra of a triangular structure atf tr50.184. The
inset shows the symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone. TheG –Q
(G –P) direction is represented by a solid~dashed! line. ~b! The WWBG
edges of the triangular structure described in~a! as a function of the filling
fraction. TheG –Q (G –P) direction is represented by a solid~dashed! line.

FIG. 3. ~a! Transmission spectra of a graphite-type structure atr gr /agr

50.25 andf gr50.151. TheG –Q (G –P) direction is represented by a soli
~dashed! line. ~b! The WWBGs of the graphite-type structure described
~a! as a function of the filling fraction. TheG –Q (G –P) direction is rep-
resented by a solid~dashed! line.
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rods of smaller size arranged in a circle. These rods need
touch each other, as long as the distance between two a
cent rods is much less than the wavelength of water wa
Water may flow through not only the large spaces betw
the cylinders but also the small gaps between the rods, w
the propagation of water waves over the structure is pro
ited. This may significantly reduce the contamination of w
ter along the coast as well as the construction cost of
warks.

Now consider a graphite-type structure which consists
NL layers of hexagons along the propagation direction~G –P
direction! with the same lateral width as the previo
graphite-type structure atf gr50.151. As shown in Fig. 4, the
wave transmission decreases drastically as the thicknes
the structure increases. The first-order force amplitudeF act-
ing on a cylinder can be calculated from the coefficients
Fourier–Bessel expansions ofF.8 The inset of Fig. 4 depicts
the attenuation ofF on the cylinder in thei th layer of hexa-
gons from the incident surface for the case ofNL510, where
F0 is the first-order force on an isolated cylinder. The for
decays exponentially, and is reduced to aboutF0/100 at the
last layer of the structure.

FIG. 4. Transmission spectra of a graphite-type structure varying the n
ber of layersNL along theG –P direction atf gr50.151 as a function of the
wave number. The inset shows the first-order force on the cylinder of thei th
layer whenNL510.
Downloaded 18 Apr 2013 to 143.248.118.122. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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In conclusion, we studied water wave propagati
through 2D periodic structures of parallel cylinders in wat
Employing the multiple-scattering method, the WWBGs f
water waves was calculated for periodic square, triangu
and graphite-type arrays of cylinders. Among them,
graphite-type structure exhibited the largest CWWBG at
smallest value of the filling fraction, suggesting that th
structure would be a good candidate for practical coastal p
tection. Also the change in the transmission of water wa
and the first-order force exerted on cylinders by the wa
waves was investigated varying the size of the graphite-t
structure along the direction of wave propagation.
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